Luminance gradient can break background-independent lightness constancy.
A display with a luminance gradient was shown to induce a strong lightness illusion (Logvinenko, 1999 Perception 28 803-816). However, a 3-D cardboard model of this display was found to produce a much weaker illusion (less than half that in the pictorial version) despite the fact that its retinal image is practically the same. This is in line with the hypothesis that simultaneous lightness contrast is solely a phenomenon of pictorial perception (Logvinenko et al, 2002 Perception 31 73-82). The residual lightness illusion in the 3-D model can be accounted for by the fact that this model is a hybrid display. Specifically, while it is a real object, a pictorial representation (of the illumination gradient) is superimposed on it. Thus, lightness in the 3-D display is a compromise between two opposite tendencies: the background-independent lightness constancy and the lightness illusory shift induced by the luminance gradient.